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1. Abstract

Abstract. A magnetic fluid is a suspension of nano- or micro-sized magnetic particles in

a liquid carrier such as oil. The influence exerted by a magnetic field, even a modest one, on

a magnetic fluid opens a vast array of possibilities for controlling systems with a magnetic

fluid component and for technologically important applications such as the design of new

smart materials and drug targeting.

One of the main mechanisms affecting the dynamics and rheology of magnetic fluids

is the dipole-dipole interaction between magnetic particle pairs. This arises because each

magnetic particle behaves as a small magnet (a dipole) whose magnetic moment is influenced

by the presence of all the other particles (magnets) as well as by an external magnetic

field. Mathematically, this dipole-dipole interaction is expressed in terms of a potential

whose decay is O(1/r3), where r is the interparticle distance. For a system consisting of

N magnetic particles, a direct evaluation of this important dipole-dipole interaction has a

prohibitively expensive cost of O(N2) and severely limits that number of particles which

can effectively be modeled.

In this work, a simple octree method will be used to reduce the cost in the dipole-dipole

interaction when computing for N particles, N > 200, and a rough model of a dynamical

system will be given. Once this is achieved, we shall explore the effectiveness of the tree-code

in a many particle simulation.
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2. Introduction and Background Information

Introduction to Magnetic Fluids

Magnetic fluids have great significance in a variety of applications. Some examples include

conducting heat away from speaker coils, high speed silent printers, and targeting medicines

to specific parts of the body. All of these applications rely on the fact that the dynamics

(rheology) of magnetic fluids can be manipulated by an external magnetic force without

solidifying. Thus, it is of great importance to understand this type of complex fluids and

to further develop efficient computational techniques to accurately capture the main force

interactions governing the motion of these peculiar and important fluids.

The magnetic particles are suspended in the solvent liquid by thermal agitation (Brownian

motion). These particles are magnetic monodomains, meaning that, it has a single magnetic

moment with a fixed orientation. The particles are coated with a polymeric layer (surfac-

tant) to avoid irreversible aggregation in the system. One of fundamental forces in magnetic

fluids is that evinced by particles between opposite magnetic point poles, called magnetic

dipoles. Since each particle has a permanent magnetic moment, this implies that the parti-

cles are affected by not only an external magnet field but also other nearby particles. In a

system consisting of n particles, a direct evaluation of this dipole-dipole interaction alone is

O(n2) operations. This puts a severe computational constraint on the number of particles

n that can be simulated with a direct computation of the interparticle dipole-dipole force.

In addition to this important interaction, the suspended magnetic particles also experience

brownian (thermal) forces, hydrodynamic interactions (the flow-mediated influence of a par-

ticle on another particle), short-range repulsion, and a magnetic force due to the presence

of a magnetic field. In this work, however, our focus is on the efficient evaluation of the

dipole-dipole interaction. By implementing a computationally efficient approach to effec-

tively capture this long-range dipole-dipole interaction, we will contribute with a valuable

tool to advance the study and understanding of these important non-Newtonian fluids.

The Interaction Potential:

We begin by determining the field produced by a dipole following the derivation by Rosensweig

[1]. Let us consider a small cylindrical volume whose orientation and length is given by a

vector d. Then V = add, where ad is the cross section of the volume. Let p denote a pole of
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strength p, M denote intensity of magnetization, and ρs be the surface density of magneti-

zation pole. We then have that M = p
adµ0

= ρs
µ0

, where µ0 is the permeability of free space.

Now Coulomb’s law states that the force between poles is proportional to the product of the

pole strengths and inversely proportional to the square of the distance between them. Hence

as a result from Columb’s law, the equation for a field for an arbitrary point P:

H(r) =
psad
4πµ0

(
r1
r31

+
r2
r32

) (1)

where r1 = 1
2
d + r and r2 = −1

2
d + r and r is the distance from the magnet. Now for the

case where d is much smaller than r, d� r a good approximation for r1 and r2 is given by :

r1 ≈ r + d/2cos(θ), r2 ≈ r− d/2cos(θ).

Then by the binominal theorem,

r−3
i ≈ (ri ±

d

2
cos(θ))−3 ≈ r−3

i (1± d

2ri
cos(θ))

≈ r−3
i (1∓ 3d

2ri
cos(θ))

H(r) ≈ psad
4πµ0r3

[(−1

2
d− r(1− 3d

2||r||
cos(θ) + (−d + r)(1 +

3d

2||r||
cos(θ))]

which if we cancel common terms, and if we let d̂ be the normalized unit vector of d and r

the distance between poles, r̂ a vector having the same orientation as r.

H(r) =
psadd

4πµ0r3
[−d̂ + 3cos(θ)r̂] (2)

or alternatively,

H(r) =
MV

4πr3
[−d̂ + 3(d̂ · r̂)r̂]. (3)

Next we continue with the derivation of Rosesweigby finding the expression for the force per

unit volume acting on our dipolar matter[1]. Given a cylindrical volume of a magnetized

polarized substance, let d be the geometric axis of the cylinder, M the magentization vector

defined as above, H0 the applied magnetic field that the material is subjected to, and δV a

volume of the material. The given field H0 shall be the force on the unit pole so that the

force expereinced by the volume is given by the identity:

−H0psad + (H0 + δH0)psad = δH0psad (4)

where δH0 represents change in H0 along the volume V . This implies that

δH0 = (d · ∇)H0 = (d/||M||)(M · ∇)H0 (5)
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which is the kelvin force density.

Finally, we are able to give an expression for the dipole-dipole interaction potential. We take

the previous expression as the total force actiong of our dipolar matter and define the dipole

moment as m = psadd = µMad||d||. Hence if we treat the first dipole as the source of an

applied magnetic field, then (3) gives

H(r) =
MiVi
4πr3

[−d̂i + 3(d̂i · r̂)r̂], (6)

and use the relation for the moment of the dipole magnetic moment as,

mi = µ0M2V2 = u0M2V2d̂i, (7)

We can use (3) to define the dipole-dipole interaction potential as:

φdd(i, j) =
µ0mimj

4πr3ij
[d̂i · d̂j − 3(d̂i · r̂)(d̂j · r̂)] (8)

where r denotes the distance separating the dipoles and r̂ is the normalized unit vector with

the same orientation.

Another component to the interaction potential of our particles is the repulsion of two

particles due to the polymer coating. For this we use the Lennard-Jones potential defined

to be:

φWCA
sp (r) =

{
4ε[(um

r
)12 − (um

r
)6] for r < 21/6um

0
(9)

where ε is the strength of the interaction, and the interaction repels at at close range, then

attracts, and eventually cuts off. The last piece to define for the interaction potential is the

effect of the external magnetic field H. This is given by

UH(i) = −µ0mi ·H. (10)

Hence we see that the total interaction potential can be given summing (8), (9), and (10):

U =
n∑
i

UH(i) +
∑
i<j

φ(i, j), (11)

where φ(i, j) = φWCA
sp (r) + φdd(i, j).

2.1. Molecular Dynamics: The dynamics of the suspended particles in the magnetic fluids

are going to be governed by Newton’s second law

mi
d2ri
dt2

= Fi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, (12)

where Fi stands for all the forces acting on particle i, i.e.
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Fi = −∇riU + FB + FHydro, (13)

where FB is Brownian motion force and FHydro is the force arising from hydrodynamic

interaction. In this thesis we will neglect both FB and FHydro and focus on the efficient

evaluation of −∇riU .

We are also concerned with the torque. For this we use the equation given by Oldenbach

and Ilg [2],

Θẇi = Ni − ξr[wi − Ω(r)] + NB
i (14)

where Ni = −(ui × ∂
∂ui

) U.

Recall that from expression (11), that at each time step we are computing the dipole-dipole

interaction potential for a single particle, we must account for the interaction with every

distinct particle. For a direct method, this entails finding N particles and then computing

the interaction between each pair. For the computation between each pair, we see that for

the first particle there are n− 1 pairs to be computed, for the second particle n− 2, and for

the kth particle, n− k computations. Thus we see:

(n− 1) + ...+ (n− n− 1) = n(n− 1)− (1 + 2 + ...+ n− 1)

=
n(n− 1)

2

so that there are O(n2) operations. In this thesis we shall only compute for particles within

a given range. For a brute force method, this means we shall check O(n2) particles and then

compute for however many are within a disk. In the octree method, we can find all the

particles within a disk without computing the distance between each particle.

3. Techniques for evaluating Dipole-Dipole interaction

The Direct Method:

The non-optimized method begins by considering a bounded region of volume D ⊂ R3.

This region assumes that for an initial time t0 there are n particles located at random

coordinates within the region. Each particle occupies a unique position in space, has a

random magnetization vector, a random velocity vector, and a hydrodynamic diameter.

We initially consider the case where the particles experience acceleration in a direction,
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initially zeroed, though later we shall consider a method without inertia. Given these initial

conditions, we can then model the motion of the particles.

Recall the form given in (12) representing acceleration. Through integration we are able to

determine a velocity and thus determine an updated position for some constant stepsize, ∆t.

That is, given m steps with stepsize ∆t, we use leap frog discretization, a simple scheme

suggested by Rapport [2] to simulate the motion of particles within the region for the given

time interval. This discretization method is given by updating the velocities by a half time

step assuming the old acceleration, then updating the coordinates by a full time step using

the intermediate velocity.

vi+1/2 = vi−1/2 + ai∆t

ri = ri + vi−1/2∆t

Next in the second step, we use new coordinates to compoute the latest acceleration values

and update velocities of the second half timestep.

vi = vi+h/2 + ∆tai.

During the integration proccess, we must maintain that our points stay within the system.

This can be accomplished by maintaining periodic boundary conditions.

Periodic Boundary Conditions

We shall now briefly talk about the boundary conditions for this problem as presented by

Rapport. For a typical molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, hard boundary walls pose a

significant problem, for we have to consider the interaction of particles with boundaries,

losing particles near the boundaries, and the simulation will fail to capture the state of

interior particles. Instead it is better to create periodic boundary conditions such that if any

particle that leaves the system from one wall, enters from the opposite, and for a particle

within δ distance of the boundary, interact with atoms near the opposite boundary. Let

Ω ⊂ R3 be a bounded set and let Wx,Wy,Wz represent the region size along the respective

axes[3]. If particle di is suppose to lie between −Wx

2
and Wx

2
, then the periodic wraparound

is given by:

if rx ≥ Wx/2, replace it by rx −Wx

else if rx < −Wx/2 replace it by rx +Wx,
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where rx is the distance from the the dipole x coordinate to the origin. We implement this

for each coordinate axis.

Test Cases

The previous methods allow us to implement our simulation. Next it becomes neccessary to

verify that the simulation properly models known behavior of the particles. This is done by

setting up test cases to verify the computation of the force and the torque. We accomplish

this by considering two attracting particles and two repulsive particles. This is simply a

matter of setting the correct parameters, code can be viewed in the appendix.

Tree Code

In the not optimized case the force between two dipoles was computed by either checking if

each particle was within a certain distance, an O(n2) operation, or by computing for each

particle. With the tree code we are instead able to check all the points within a disk centered

at the current element. The next chapter discusses how we define and optimize the tree code.

4. Octree Implementation and Validation

The Octree Method

An octree method allows one to partition 3D space into eight regions. Each of those regions

is further partitioned into eight regions until each region contains a single point. This will

allow for a fast way of determing points that lie within some radius r of another point.

Trees

We begin by defining a tree. A tree is a data structure consisting of a node and a number

of children. An octree is a data structure in which each node has eight children. The leaf of

the tree are lowest level nodes. For our purpose, we shall only put data in leaf nodes.

Building the Tree

The tree class contains a two points: the center of the region defined by taking the midpoint

of the boundaries and a vector which contains the midpoints of the boundaries. It also

contains eight tree nodes for building the structure and a dipole particle pointer for later

use. Along with those pieces of data, the tree class also contains the following methods: get

octant of a point, if leaf node, insert, and get points inside a disc.

Determine Octant of Point

As suggested by a colleague, Nicholas Vaughn, who once attended this school, the octant

can be detrmined cleverly using bitwise equalities. This method for determining the octant
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of a point is very straightforward and is defined in the code below. A bitwise or compares

the binary representation of the two numbers. It returns 1 if either bit is 1, 0 if both bits

are 0.

{

int oct = 0;

if(p->getPosition().x >= center.x) oct |= 4;

if(p->getPosition().y >= center.y) oct |= 2;

if(p->getPosition().z >= center.z) oct |= 1;

return oct;

}

We take the center to be the current root node passed through our getoctant function. We

see if the first if statement is either 0|4 = 4 or 0. For the next line there are once again two

possibilities: 4|2 = 6 or 0|2 = 2. Finally, for the third if statement, we have 4|1 = 5, 0|1 = 1,

6|1 = 7, 2|1 = 3. Rather than defining each octant and checking if our point lies in each

octant, we can simply do this bitwise comparison.

If a leaf node?

Next we discuss our if leaf node method. We are at a leaf node if and only if we have no

children. Thus it suffices to check if the first child is null.

Insert

The previous two methods allow us to then write our insert method. Our insert method

allows us to place every particle inside of our tree structure through n calls. The following

three cases are possible: we are at an interior node, we are at an empty leaf, we are at a leaf

which already has a point. For the first case, we never want to store in an interior node so

we determine which octant the data lies in and recursively call insert into that child. The

next case is the trivial case: the data is in an unoccupied octant in space and thus we simply

insert into this child and are done. In the last case, we are at a leaf occupied by at least

two particles. Since we only store in leaf nodes, we must add another level to the tree and

re-insert the points into the new childeren. This proccess is done until each child contains

only one point.

Points within a disc

Finally we are ready to write a method for finding points within a certain disc or ring. This

method takes an axis aligned disc using the max norm and saves all of the points within

that box for quick use later. The logic for the finding within a disk is as follows: start at
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the root of the tree. If we are at a leaf node containing data, we check if we are within our

disc. If so, save this data for later use. If we are at a leaf node without data, then we do not

insert. This implies that we are at an interior node so we recursively call the points in disc

method for this node’s children (note that if the child’s disc radius lies does not intersect

our generated disc, we do nothing).

Implementing

Once we have our octree designed, it is possible to implement this data structure with the

same computational setup as our brute force method. We still follow the same layout for the

simulation: we define our region and particles, implement a leap-frog integration scheme,

and use the same periodic boundaries conditions. The only difference is in the beginning we

insert all points into our octree structure. Then when we call our method for computing the

force we do not make n calls n times but instead call our method for finding points within

a disc.

Testing and Validation

In order to check the octree method against our code, we setup a timer at the beginning

of our simulation to check how long it takes to our code. We compare this to the brute

force method under the same conditions. Now in order for our tree code to be successful,

a minimum number of particles is neccessary and a reasonable disc must be choosen (for

testing purposes we use the same limits as the brute force method). It is possible that if

these requirements are not met, then it makes more sense to use the brute force method. In

this thesis we shall give guidelines for optimal use for both implementations.

5. Overdampening and a Many Particle Simulation

Overdampening

As outlined by Oldenbach and Ilg, given the dynamics of our initial system

mr̈ = F− ξtv(r),

F = −∇riU

Θẇi = Ni − ξrwi,

Ni = −(ui ×
∂

∂ui
) U
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where ξt and ξr is the coefficent of translation and rotation respectively, we may consider an

equlibriated, free of flow, and free of intertia state [2]. The average acceleration in this state

is zero, allowing for simplified dynamics and the ability to write velocity of the system in

terms of the force between particles. Then velocity can be written as,

ṙ = ξtF, (15)

wi =
1

ξr
Ni. (16)

Many Particles

In this simplified version, we no longer need integration methods for equations of motions,

i.e. leap frog integration or verlet integration. We may instead solve by using integration

techniques for ODEs. For the scope of this project and for the sake of time, we choose the

simplest method, the explicit Euler method.

This allows us to run a simulation for more particles, more than 1000 particles, at a slightly

cheaper cost, well still capturing accurate behavior from the simulation.

6. Results and Closing Discussion

Numerical Results and Remarks

We begin with the presentation of results by revisiting the test cases for computing the

acceleration of the system. For this we fix a particle and orient a second particle facing

opposite orientation or in an orientation towards the other particle. For this the results were

mixed. The following are results for the case of attraction. Particle 0 begins at the orgin

and particle 1 is located at (1, 0, 0), inital orientations are (1, 0, 0) and (−1, 0, 0) for particle

0 and 1, velocity (0, 0, 0) respectively.

0 particle

position: 0.249933 0.000000 0.000000

acceleration: -0.010716 0.000000 0.000000

0 particle

position: 0.499587 0.000000 0.000000

acceleration: -0.044572 0.000000 0.000000

0 particle
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position: 0.747895 0.000000 0.000000

acceleration: -0.215463 0.000000 0.000000

0 particle

position: 0.978276 0.000000 0.000000

acceleration: -2.868289 0.000000 0.000000

In next iterate for the attractive case the computation blows up. Next we swtich the orien-

tation of particle 0 and 1 and change the inital velocity of particle 0 to be (0, 0, 0). In this

case, the result is that particle 0 is repelled in the opposite direction of particle 1.

0 particle

position: -0.073322 0.000000 0.000000

acceleration: -0.063308 0.000000 0.000000

0 particle

position: -0.080305 0.000000 0.000000

acceleration: -0.064953 0.000000 0.000000

orientation: -1.000000 0.000000 0.000000

0 particle

position: -0.087703 0.000000 0.000000

acceleration: -0.066557 0.000000 0.000000

Thus we are able to see that the repulsive case works and attraction works up until a distance

of 10−3.

Next we test the brute force method against the tree code. For this performance test we

implement the same routine and time how long the code takes to run. The results are

included in the tables below.

First, the Brute force method:

Brute force:

Number of Paricles Number of Iterations Time (sec) Average

20 50 .075, .079. .076, .089, .0964 .083

50 50 .262, .264, .259, .276, .269 .266

100 50 .785, .784, .780, .792, .795, .805 .787

200 50 2.64, 2.58, 2.61, 2.64, 2.59 2.61

1000 50 52.03

Then we have the Tree code:
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Tree code:

Number of Paricles Number of Iterations Time (sec) Average

20 50 .19, .182, .17, .186, .184, .183

50 50 .435, .422, .434, .416, .430 .427

100 50 .834, .841, .842, .848, .842 .841

200 50 1.66, 1.67, 1.68, 1.71, 1.68 1.68

1000 50 7.618

Notice that for 200 particles it takes on average one and a half times as long to run the

brute force method than the tree code. Furthermore, the tree code begins performing close

to the brute force at 100 particle simulations. Even more impressive is the amount of time

the Tree-code takes to run a many particle simulation in the 1000 particle simulation. Thus

we are able to conclude that the treecode works succesfully and we have insight for when to

use the brute force method and when to use the tree code.

Limitations and Further Work

The simulation runs without any major errors: compile errors, memory leaks, or segmenta-

tion fault crashes; however, better accuracy through stronger understanding of the particles

is still desired. Though the implementation of the simulation in the individual parts of the

code work to some degree of accuracy, as demonstrated by the tests in computations and

simulation performance tests, there are still issues and there is still room for improvement.

The biggest issue is a correct method of dealing with nearby points. The current method is

to not compute particles with distance less than equal to 10−3. Initally the Lennard-Jones

potential was implemented, but issues with this led to this choice. A likely cause of this

issue is scaling, though this is still undetermined at the moment. Another big issue to fix is

the exclusion of the voricity terms and the effects of brownian motion.

Lastly, the overall implementation of the code has not been optimized. If we were to do a

series expansion on the accelearation of the system, we could then determine a cutoff dis-

tance and treat far points as a single pole source. We could then run a fast multipole on

the system and further reduce the computation cost. Through these additional changes, this

dynamical model could be a strong tool for studying the rheological features and structures

of ferrofluids.
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8. Appendix

We reserve this section for the code written for this thesis. The material is presented in a

hierarchical organization. Note that all of the code is written in C++, and for sake of space

we ommit the libraries used.

Vector:

In order to represent operations inR3 it was necessary to create a vector class. The following

methods are operations should be self-explanatory.

#define RAND_MIN 0

#include "vector.hpp"

vectr::vectr()

{

x = y = z = 0;

}

vectr::vectr(double x, double y, double z)

{

this->x = x;

this->y = y;

this->z = z;

}

double vectr::dot(vectr b)

{

return (x * b.x + y * b.y + z * b.z);

}

double vectr::norm(){

return sqrt(dot(*this));

}

double vectr::distance(vectr b)

{

return sqrt(pow(x - b.x,2)+ pow( y - b.y,2) + pow( z - b.z,2 ));

}
16



/*

vectr &vectr::operator+=(const vectr &b)

{

x += b.x;

y += b.y;

z += b.z;

return *this;

}

*/

vectr vectr::operator*(double f) const

{

return vectr(x*f,y*f,z*f);

}

vectr vectr::operator/(double f) const

{

return *this * (1/f);

}

vectr vectr::operator-(const vectr &b) const

{

return *this+ b * -1.0;

}

vectr vectr::operator+(const vectr &b) const

{

double x1, y1, z1;

x1 = x + b.x;

y1 = y +b.y;

z1 = z+b.z;

return vectr(x1,y1,z1);

}

static double wrapper(double x, double min, double max)

{
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double len = max - min;

while(x < min)

x += len;

while(x > max)

x -= len;

return x;

}

void vectr::wrap(double boundary[6])

{

x = wrapper(x, boundary[0], boundary[1]);

y = wrapper(y, boundary[2], boundary[3]);

z = wrapper(z, boundary[4], boundary[5]);

}

vectr vectr::Vscalar(double b)

{

x *=b;

y *=b;

z *=b;

return *this;

}

//Create a vector inside the system

vectr RandVectr(double lowx, double upx, double lowy,

double upy, double lowz, double upz)

{

//how to create random vector within given limits^

double x = lowx + (upx - lowx) * (double)(rand()-RAND_MIN) / (RAND_MAX-RAND_MIN);

//printf("%d\n" , lowx);

double y = lowy + (upy - lowy) * (double)(rand()-RAND_MIN) / (RAND_MAX-RAND_MIN);

double z = lowz + (upz - lowz)* (double)(rand()-RAND_MIN) / (RAND_MAX-RAND_MIN);

return vectr(x, y, z);

}
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vectr vectr::cross( vectr b )

{

double x1, y1, z1;

x1 = y * b.z - z * b.y;

y1 = -1 * (x * b.z - z * b.x);

z1 = x * b.y - y * b.x;

return vectr(x1,y1,z1);

}

Particle:

Next we have our particle class. We use this class to create a paticle in space. A particle

occupies a position in space, has a magnetic moment and an assoicated magnetic orientation,

an acceleration vector, and a hydrodynamic diameter. Included in this class are the functions

for evaluating the force and torques between particles.

#define epsilon 0.9501646 //thermal energy

#define mu 4*M_PI*(1/pow(10,7))

#define RAND_MIN 0

#include "vector.hpp"

#include "particle.hpp"

partcl **InitCord(double lowx, double upx, double lowy,

double upy, double lowz, double upz, int nPartcl)

{

partcl **c = (partcl **) calloc(nPartcl, sizeof(partcl *));

//initialize positions, velocities, and accelerations

for(int i = 0; i<nPartcl; i++){

c[i] = new partcl();

c[i]->positionSet(RandVectr( lowx, upx, lowy, upy, lowz, upz));

c[i]->velocitySet( RandVectr( lowx, upx, lowy, upy, lowz, upz));

c[i]->orientationSet(RandVectr( lowx, upx, lowy, upy, lowz, upz));

//between 6-20 nm for diam, mag = (4.5*10^6, diam^3 * pi ) / 3

c[i]->diam = (double) ( abs( rand() % 20-6)) / 1000000;
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c[i]->m = (double)(abs(rand() % 157-47))/ 10000;

c[i]->accelSet( vectr(0,0,0));

}

return c;

}

void partcl::positionSet(vectr a)

{

r = a;

}

void partcl::orientationSet(vectr a)

{

u = a;

}

void partcl::accelSet(vectr accel)

{

a = accel;

}

void partcl::velocitySet(vectr a)

{

v = a;

}

vectr ComputeDipole(partcl *a, partcl *b)

{

//seperation(a,b);

double r1 = a->r.distance(b->r);

vectr r2 = (a->r - b->r)/r1;

vectr accel = (r2*(a->u.dot(b->getOrientation())) + b->getOrientation() *

(a->u.dot(r2)) + a->getOrientation() * (b->u.dot(r2)) + r2 * -5 * (b->u.dot(r2))

* (a->u.dot(r2)) ) * (3*mu * a->m * b->m) / (4 * M_PI * pow(r1,4));

return accel;
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}

vectr torque(partcl *a, partcl *b)

{

double r1 = a->r.distance(b->r);

vectr r2 = (a->r + b->r * (-1) ) / r1;

vectr torque = (a->u.cross( b->getOrientation() ) * (-1/3) + b->u.cross(r2)

* (a->u.dot(r2)) ) * (3*mu * a->m * b->m) / (4 * M_PI * pow(r1,3));

return torque;

}

void seperation(partcl *a, partcl *b)

{

double r1 = a->r.distance(b->r);

vectr r2 = (a->r.VAdd( b->r.Vscalar(-1))).Vscalar( 1/r1);

double sep = 4*epsilon * (-6*pow((a->diam+b->diam),12) / pow(r1, 15) +

3*pow((a->diam+b->diam),6) / pow(r1, 7) );

a->positionSet(a->v.VAdd(r2.Vscalar(sep)));

b->positionSet(b->r.VAdd(r2.Vscalar(sep)));

}

void partcl::print_partcl(FILE *outfile, int i) const

{

fprintf(outfile, "%d particle\n position:\t %f\t%f\t%f\n

acceleration:\t% f\t%f\t%f\n orientation:\t% f\t%f\t%f\n",i, r.x, r.y, r.z,

a.x, a.y, a.z, u.x, u.y, u.z);

}

Tree Code:

Next we include the methods for constructing an octree.

Tree::Tree()

{

center = vectr();

radius = vectr();

}

Tree::Tree( vectr point, vectr half)
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{

int i = 0;

center = point;

radius = half;

data = NULL;

for(i = 0; i<8; i++)

child[i] = NULL;

}

Tree::~Tree()

{

for(int i = 0; i<8; i++)

delete child[i];

}

int Tree::quadrant( partcl *p)

{

int oct = 0;

if(p->getPosition().x >= center.x) oct |= 4;

if(p->getPosition().y >= center.y) oct |= 2;

if(p->getPosition().z >= center.z) oct |= 1;

return oct;

}

bool Tree::ifLeaf() const

{

return child[0] == NULL;

}

void Tree::insert(partcl *point)

{

if(ifLeaf()) {

if( data == NULL)

{
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data = point;

return;

}

else

{

partcl *old = data;

data = NULL;

for(int i = 0; i<8; ++i)

{

vectr newcenter = center;

newcenter.x += radius.x * (i&4 ? .5f : -.5f);

newcenter.y += radius.y * (i&2 ? .5f : -.5f);

newcenter.z += radius.z *(i&1 ? .5f : -.5f);

child[i] = new Tree(newcenter, radius * .5f);

}

child[quadrant(old)]->insert(old);

child[quadrant(point)]->insert(point);

}

}

else

{

int octant = quadrant(point);

child[octant]->insert(point);

}

}

void Tree::discPoints( vectr minr, vectr maxr, std::vector<partcl *> &results)

{

int i = 0;

if(ifLeaf())

{
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if(data != NULL)

{

vectr v = data->getPosition();

if(v.x > maxr.x || v.y > maxr.y || v.z > maxr.z)

return;

if(v.x < minr.x || v.y < minr.y || v.z < maxr.z)

return;

results.push_back(data);

}

}

else

{

for(i = 0; i< 8; i++)

{

vectr boundarymax = child[i]->center + child[i]->radius;

vectr boundarymin = child[i]->center - child[i]->radius ;

if(boundarymax.x < minr.x || boundarymax.y < minr.y || boundarymax.z < minr.z )

continue;

if(boundarymin.x > maxr.x || boundarymin.y > maxr.y || boundarymin.z > maxr.z )

continue;

child[i]->discPoints(minr, maxr, results);

}

}

}

Main code:

Finally, we include the our main code for the computation.

#include <math.h>

#include<stdlib.h>

#include<stdio.h>

#include "vector.hpp"
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#include "particle.hpp"

#include <fenv.h>

#include <time.h>

#define xi1 3*M_PI*.894

#include <algorithm>

#include "Stopwatch.h"

void LeapfrogStep (int part, int nPartcl, double deltaT,

partcl **model, double boundary[6]);

void ComputeForces(partcl *element, partcl **model,

int nPartcl, double limit, int index );

void SingleStep (double deltaT, int nPartcl, partcl **model,

double limit, double boundary[6]);

void dampForce( int nPartcl, double deltaT, partcl **model,

double boundary[6]);

void testCase1(double deltaT,

double boundary[6]);

int main(int argc, char **argv)

{

double start = stopwatch();

srand(time(NULL));

FILE *fp = fopen("filename", "w"); //uncomment for normal output

int nPartcl, stepCount, stepLimit, i,cycles = 1;

double deltaT;

nPartcl = atoi(argv[1]);

deltaT = atof(argv[2]);

double boundary[6];

for(i = 0; i < 6; i++) boundary[i] = atof(argv[3+i]);

double limit = atof(argv[9]);

stepCount = 0;

stepLimit = atoi(argv[10]);

printf("%d\n", argc);

partcl **model = InitCord(boundary[0], boundary[1], boundary[2],

boundary[3], boundary[4], boundary[5], nPartcl);
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testCase1( deltaT, boundary); //comment out when not testing

while(cycles)

{

for(int i = 0; i < nPartcl; i++)

{

// model[i]->print_partcl(fp, i); //comment when testing

}

SingleStep(deltaT, nPartcl, model, limit, boundary);

if(stepCount >= stepLimit) cycles = 0;

stepCount++;

}

for(int i = 0; i < nPartcl; i++)

delete model[i];

delete[] model;

//uncomment for normal output

double time = stopwatch() - start;

printf("This took %f seconds", time);

fprintf(fp, "This took %f seconds", time);

fclose(fp);

return 1;

}

void testCase1(double deltaT, double boundary[6])

{

partcl **model1 = (partcl **)calloc(2, sizeof(partcl *));

FILE *fp2 = fopen("Test1", "w");

model1[0] = new partcl();

model1[1] = new partcl();

model1[0]->positionSet(vectr(0, 0, 0));

model1[1]->positionSet(vectr(1, 0, 0));

model1[0]->orientationSet(vectr(-1, 0, 0));

model1[1]->orientationSet(vectr(1 , 0, 0) );

model1[0]->diam = (double) ( abs( rand() % 20-6)) / 1000000;
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model1[1]->diam = (double) ( abs( rand() % 20-6)) / 1000000;

model1[0]->m = (double)(abs(rand() % 157-47))/ pow(10,10);

model1[1]->m = (double)(abs(rand() % 157-47))/ pow(10,10);

model1[0]->accelSet(vectr(0,0,0));

model1[1]->accelSet( vectr(0,0,0));

model1[0]->velocitySet(vectr(0,0,0));

model1[1]->velocitySet(vectr(0,0,0));

printf("%f, %f, %f", model1[1]->u.x, model1[1]->u.y, model1[1]->u.z);

for(int j = 0; j<5; j++)

{

for(int i = 0; i<10; i++)

{

model1[0]->accelSet(model1[0]->getAcceleration()

+ ComputeDipole( model1[0], model1[1]) * pow(10, 21));

model1[0]->velocitySet(model1[0]->getVelocity()

+ model1[0]->getAcceleration() * (0.05 * deltaT));

model1[0]->positionSet(model1[0]->getPosition()

+ model1[0]->getVelocity() * .5 * deltaT );

model1[0]->print_partcl(fp2, 0);

model1[1]->print_partcl(fp2, 1);

}

}

fclose(fp2);

}

void SingleStep (double deltaT, int nPartcl

, partcl **model, double limit, double boundary[6])

{

for(int i = 0; i < nPartcl; i++)

ComputeForces(model[i] ,model, nPartcl, limit, i ); //acceleration

LeapfrogStep (1, nPartcl, deltaT, model,boundary);

LeapfrogStep (2, nPartcl, deltaT, model,boundary);

//dampForce( nPartcl, deltaT, model, boundary);
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}

void LeapfrogStep (int part, int nPartcl,

double deltaT, partcl **model,double boundary[6])

{

int i;

if (part == 1)

{

for(i = 0; i<nPartcl; i++)

{

model[i]->velocitySet(model[i]->getVelocity()

+ model[i]->getAcceleration() * (0.5 * deltaT));

model[i]->positionSet(model[i]->getPosition()

+ model[i]->getVelocity() * deltaT );

model[i]->r.wrap(boundary);

printf("particle %d:\t% f\t% f\t% f\n\n",i,

model[i]->r.x, model[i]->r.y, model[i]->r.z);

}

}

else

{

for(i = 0; i<nPartcl; i++)

model[i]->velocitySet(model[i]->getVelocity()

+ model[i]->getAcceleration() * (0.5 * deltaT) );

}

}

void dampForce( int nPartcl, double deltaT, partcl **model,double boundary[6])

{

int i;

for(i = 0; i<nPartcl; i++)

{

model[i]->velocitySet(model[i]->getVelocity()

+ model[i]->getAcceleration()); //* (1/(xi1*model[i]->diam)));
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model[i]->positionSet(model[i]->getPosition()

+ model[i]->getVelocity() * deltaT);

//model[i]->orientationSet(model[i]->u

* 1/(xi1 * pow(model[i]->diam,3)));

model[i]->r.wrap(boundary);

printf("particle %d:\t% f\t% f\t% f\n\n",i,

model[i]->r.x, model[i]->r.y, model[i]->r.z);

}

}

void ComputeForces(partcl *element,

partcl **model, int nPartcl, double limit,int index )

{

for(int i = 0; i < nPartcl; i++)

if(element->r.distance(model[i]->r) <= limit && i!=index

&& element->r.distance(model[i]->r) > 1/pow(10, 9) )

{

model[i]->accelSet(model[i]->getAcceleration()

+ ComputeDipole( element, model[i]) * pow(10, 21));

model[i]->orientationSet(model[i]->getOrientation().cross(

torque(element, model[i]) * pow(10,21)))

}

}
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